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Inhomogenelties of the interplanetary magnetic field
can be divided into small-scale and large-scale ones/I,2/,
as may be required by the character of the problem of cos-
mic ray (OR) propagation. GR propagation in stochastic
magnetic fields is of diffusion character. The main contri-
bution into the scattering of GR particles is made by their
interaction with inhomogeneities of the magnetic field
H(r,t) which have characteristic dimensions 1 of the order
of Larmor radius R=cp/eH of particle (p is the absolute
value of particle momentum, e is particle charge, c is
velocity of light). Scattering of particles on such inhomo-
geneities leads to their diffusion mostly along a magnetic
field with characteristic dimensions of variation in space
exceeding the mean free path _ of particles before their
scattering. In view of this fact the inhomogeneities of the
interplanetary field can be divided into small-scale (1 )
and large-scale (i<_) ones, and the random magne_.ticfield
can be represented as a sum of the small-scale _ (r,t)
and the large-scale _ (r,t) fields. The boundary value l_
of the inhomogeneities can be determined by several length_
of the mean free path of particles and i_ can be taken
as the principal scale of the small-scale turbulence. The
choice of the scale L_ of the large-scale turbulence de-
pends on a concrete fSrmulation of the problem.
It is necessary to divide a random field into small-
scale and large-scale parts because one cannot describe the
whole of the magnetic field turbulence spectrum on a single
basis in terms of the local isotropy. As the scale of fluc-
tuations increases, the statistic distribution of these
fluctuations becomes, apparently, nonisotropic in space.
The diffusion coefficient along the large-scale field
H for R_<l o can be written in the form /2/
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where H= l_ =IH @ a regular magnetic field,
is the index _ the z eque cy spectrum of the small-scale
turbulence, (x) is gamma-function, V is particle veloci-
ty, _lh is the mean free path of e particle along the field
H before scattering. N
The transport equation in the case of the field H
has the form /2,3/
where g(r,p,t) is CR particle concentration, u is solar
wind velocity, __ _ __&_is tensor diffusion coeffi-
cient which for a strong field _><_ R<<./I H , canbe _ritten as
(3)
where _= _/_._ If the field H is represented by a sum
of the random _ end the regular H o fields, the expression(3) for<_><< _oca_bere_ittenas
W,4.
-- "" " If r,,,-'t)
:h.:o:=HoIHo, a,/ H°+"
The,,_coefficient_ in (2) depends on the random
field _(r,t) and, hence, the function N_ (r,t)] ;
(r,p!t)]itself is a functional of the random field, and if
e q. (2) is averaged over a large-scale random field, we
can use the standard averaging procedure /%/. As a result,
we are led to the following equation for the mean OR con-
centration <II>
where
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where H.: 1m =IH +ffll, H is a regular magnetic field, ~ is the index o~ the fre~uency spectrum of the small-scale 
turbulence, (x) is gamma-function, V is particle veloci-
ty, ~\I is the mean free path of a particle along the field 
H before scattering. ,...., 
-The transport equation in the case of the field H 
has the form 12,31 tV 
~l:~~?i -CUV)N j.(VU)~~/O (2) 
where N(r,p,t) is OR ~ticle concentration, u is solar 
wind velocity, Vorv =.'0(0 ~g(", J afo\,~is tensor diffusion coeffi-
cient which for a strong field 'H~ »< '<Jl"Q.> R« J\" ' can 
be wr tten as 
ef",,1. == 2f" k,J 1 (3) 
--- --- ;:;-
where h = 1i' IR'.", If the field H i~represented by a sum 
of the random j{ and the regular Ho fields, the expression 
(3) for <1Jt,'l.>« Ho can be rewritten as 
cf.;, ~:=. ~~ ( VL-".}'~ Pi + ilL-<i. f!Lj. J.I;~ I-t ~ YJi", I-I:~ (V -.2 ) itA 1< f-/~( 4) 
where 0 = l\, IRo' Bf~' = ~I H -~ / H~ .. 
The~oefficient ~~ in (2) depends on the rando~ 
field ~ (r,t) and, hence, the function N(..tJl (r,t)j ; 
(r,p,t)] itself is a functional of the random field, and if 
eq. (2) is averaged over a large-scale random field, we 
Can use the standard averaging procedure /4/. As a result, 
we are led to the following equation for the mean OR con-
centration <N> -
(i) <N).. =- 'V 'qo v<N >- ciZV-><tV> + EVUro <Nl ,<5l 
ro i ~ oIv~ ~ 3 ro f 
where 
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Here _o_iC_c) is a Fourier-transform of the correlation
tensor of a random magnetic field. When deriving (5), we
used the hypothesis of frozen turbulence.
For an isotro_ic probability distribution of fluctua-
tions of the field.(r ,t) we have
Here Lo is the maximum dimension of large-scale inhomoge-
neities.
The coefficient _L describes particle transport
across a regular magnetic field under the action of a large-
scale random field. Its expression for the isotropic case
agrees with the analogous expression obtained in the papers
by Toptygin /2/ in the averaging of the kinetic equation
for _,_=8/11 . In our case, however g_j, depends on the
random field _ , and to compare it with the value of _o
one should average _i/ over an ensemble of a large-scale" ,,
ranom ield.Asaresult wehave< -#,?
/Ho ). Such a renormalization of the diffusion coefficient
will not affect noticeably the values of _ and _'t _
in which _ is replaced by <_u> without an essential _
change in their values, but the coefficient of longitudinal
diffusion changes the form. So, for the expression (9)
we have
from which one can conclude that an isotropic large-scale
turbulence changes particle diffusion along the regular
field if the spectrum of small-scale turbulence does not
fall very rapidly, namely, if the index of the spectrum
is not larger than _64 _.8. Usually V = I - 2/2/.
Large-scale turbulence of a magnetic field in interpla-
netary space is apparently anisotropic, i.e. spatial probabi-
lity distribution of a random magnetic field has a distin-
guished direction e. As working models of anisotropic tur-
15 
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0. ~ ,~cIv ~ 0 ~~ I .) I tJ 
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~ =10@+(»'-1)\~~) 
1/ II 3 1-1 ~ , 
~l. = 19/0 <YJL~> 6. °u ~f~L-=O 
dv~ 3 II 1-1; r{ oV~' O(,~ ) 
Ii <~((l>==2J;- SeUckOv:Jo-c~) ~ 
Lo 
Here Lo is the maximum dimension of large-scale 
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bulence we take its two limiting cases: two-dimensional
and one-dimensional fluctuation distribution. In the case
of two-dimensional turbulence, the correlation tensor_will be written in the form
and for the one-dimensional model we have
where _I and_It are corresponding spectral functions.
For two-dimensional turbulence with a distinguished
direction e'[ln- the values of the diffusion coefficient are
L_oiS t o e direc-
In the model of one-dimensional turbulence with a dis-
tinguished direction along the solar wind velocity, _'II_,
we have
_ _c_,= C,_ ) _ _ o/
where u_, and u_ are a parallel and a perpendicular compo-
nents of the solar wind velocity vector relative to the re-
gular magnetic field direction Lu is the or" _in_1 _n_1_
...... , ,, ._ in __ .......
o_- inaomogenel_ies along, u. In t_is case the cross diffu-
szon coefficient _J_ _s nonzero, whereas in all the
rest of the consid_*ed cases it is equal to zero. The latter
model of large-scale turbulence is apparently a most realis-
tic reflection of the situation in interplanetary space
with fluctuations going radially from the Sun, with systems
of discontinuities and waves following one another in the
far regions of solar wind.
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